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Concept of a modular PV

single household installation 
 

Prefix 
 

Almost every household in the big cities of Greece depends in one way or 

on a water-heating system like the one below, mounted on the roof of their house.

A system like this cost between 750 & 1

a modular PV - System  “SoLar plug&play

single household installation (in Greece) 

Almost every household in the big cities of Greece depends in one way or 

heating system like the one below, mounted on the roof of their house.

Such an installation is usually very 

inexpensive, easy to maintain and lasts 

for many years.  

The system is so common, that they are 

installed on new residential buil

almost by default. 

They come as single panel 

panel solutions with 4m

are also electrically connected, to top 

up heat in the storage tank during 

excessive use or the cold period.

A system like this cost between 750 & 1,300 Euro including installation.
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ar plug&play” 

Almost every household in the big cities of Greece depends in one way or another 

heating system like the one below, mounted on the roof of their house. 

installation is usually very 

inexpensive, easy to maintain and lasts 

The system is so common, that they are 

installed on new residential buildings 

They come as single panel 2m2 or two 

panel solutions with 4m2 and usually 

are also electrically connected, to top 

up heat in the storage tank during 

excessive use or the cold period. 

 

Euro including installation. 
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The business ecology, and some b

 

- Most private households 

 into big solar projects

- Many restrictions apply to big scale solar project

term  financial commitment

notoriously difficult to obtain.

- The regulatory situation 

and feed-in tariffs are by no means

Most people in Greece regard huge scale PV projects negatively, and as 

another attack from foreign investors against their country, trying to 

further bleed Greece to death, by stealing its biggest commodity 

- Most people in Greece

 money as possible, and 

- Many individuals do not like to think long term, and do not belief in sacrifices 

 for a future common good, outside the framework of their 

- The vast majority wants things to be common, reliable and simple.

People in Greece like things that are proven 

and just work without any

 

The premise of a small scale 

system for private use

 

- Small, cheap units not unlike

- Modular, but complete

an additional installation

- Easy to install (laymen), with minimum requirements regarding maintenance 

 and technical support

- One to one (loss-less) usability

without additional energy 

- A module price in the range 

Small PV Installations (

other than a notice to the Power Company, 

  

The business ecology, and some base assumptions

rivate households in Greece do not have the financial 

solar projects. 

Many restrictions apply to big scale solar projects, turning t

financial commitments, too big for normal individuals

difficult to obtain. 

situation for PV installations in Greece is in permanent flux 

are by no means secure, or long term guar

Most people in Greece regard huge scale PV projects negatively, and as 

another attack from foreign investors against their country, trying to 

further bleed Greece to death, by stealing its biggest commodity 

in Greece want to be independent of the state, spend as little 

money as possible, and seek an immediate financial return 

Many individuals do not like to think long term, and do not belief in sacrifices 

for a future common good, outside the framework of their own family.

The vast majority wants things to be common, reliable and simple.

like things that are proven over generations, are practical 

any need of supervision.  

small scale “SoLar plug&play” PV

system for private use 

not unlike the water-heating systems described above

completely functional for each module with no

additional installation at higher cost. 

Easy to install (laymen), with minimum requirements regarding maintenance 

support. 

less) usability yielding maximum and immediate 

energy conversions and storage. 

module price in the range between 750 to 1,200 Euro 

(below 5kWp) should not need any 

to the Power Company, and the neighbours consent
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ase assumptions 

financial means to invest 

, turning them into long 

, too big for normal individuals and with permits, 

is in permanent flux 

term guaranteed.  

Most people in Greece regard huge scale PV projects negatively, and as yet 

another attack from foreign investors against their country, trying to 

further bleed Greece to death, by stealing its biggest commodity - The Sun .  

the state, spend as little 

 

Many individuals do not like to think long term, and do not belief in sacrifices 

own family. 

The vast majority wants things to be common, reliable and simple. 

generations, are practical 

PV - modular 

heating systems described above. 

with no further need of 

Easy to install (laymen), with minimum requirements regarding maintenance 

and immediate benefit, 

not need any special permits 

and the neighbours consent.  
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The basis for a solution

 

One, two or a maximum of three 

a prefabricated metal support frame, which is installed on top of the common flat 

roof, using the same technique as for 

600Wp/900Wp double/triple panel solution 

A small investment with 

electrical consumption, 

times of over production

and count in both directions

The basis for a solution 

One, two or a maximum of three PV-panels are combined and mounted directly onto 

metal support frame, which is installed on top of the common flat 

, using the same technique as for a common water-heating system

The PV-power inverter is mounted 

behind the panels directl

metal support frame, matching

maximum output of the combined 

PV-panels. 

The inverter is net 

converts the energy into a net 

conform current (tie

Greece. (main-grid)

A long extension cord from t

inverter outlet, plugs directly into a 

common 230V AC 

(SoLar plug&play)

600Wp/900Wp double/triple panel solution  

Several of these modules can be 

chain-linked together, combining 

their individual out puts.

They can vary in orientation, and 

size, as well as inclination or

shadow/sun they receive, without 

affecting each other.

New modules can be added at any 

later time and are completely

supplier independent.

Separate modules can be linked to 

different phases, avoiding an off 

balance (ballast) 

A small investment with a direct return through a drop in 

 using the public grid as temporary storage 

of over production, as many meters in Greece are saldating meter

tions. (accumulating credit) 
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panels are combined and mounted directly onto 

metal support frame, which is installed on top of the common flat 

heating system. 

inverter is mounted 

behind the panels directly onto the 

metal support frame, matching the 

maximum output of the combined 

net compatible and 

converts the energy into a net 

conform current (tie-in) suitable for 

grid) 

A long extension cord from the 

plugs directly into a 

common 230V AC house socket. 

lay) 

Several of these modules can be 

linked together, combining 

their individual out puts. 

They can vary in orientation, and 

as inclination or the 

shadow/sun they receive, without 

affecting each other. 

New modules can be added at any 

and are completely 

supplier independent. 

Separate modules can be linked to 

different phases, avoiding an off 

installation. 

drop in the chargeable 

public grid as temporary storage during 

saldating meters 


